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The Golden Plains Shire Council Tracks and Trails Strategy 
(the Tracks and Trails Strategy) is a ten-year Strategy that 
presents the opportunity for the Golden Plains Shire 
Council (GPSC), with its partners and community, to 
embrace and build upon the region’s recreational tracks 
and trails network.

The term ‘Tracks and Trails’ refers to the region’s 
recreational trail network, with a focus on those that are 
Council-managed and cater for walking (excluding urban 
footpaths), trail running, mountain bike riding, cycling, 
and horse riding. The Tracks and Trails Strategy addresses 
the pressing need for strategic planning regarding tracks 
and trails across the region, and will ensure Council 
can effectively prioritise future upgrades, encourage 
physical activity, and budget and pro-actively plan 
ongoing maintenance for tracks and trails across GPS and 
between neighbouring Local Government Areas. 

The Tracks and Trails Strategy aligns closely with the 
GPSC Community Vision 2040’s four key themes: 
‘Community,’ ‘Liveability,’ ‘Sustainability,’ and 
‘Prosperity’, and can make a significant contribution to 
achieving the key priorities outlined under these themes. 
The enhancement and development of both existing 
and new tracks and trails within GPS also aligns with key 
Victorian Policy Objectives and the objectives of Active 
Victoria (2022-2026). 

Through community consultation and trail audits, it was 
evident that tracks and trails are integral to the lifestyle 
offered in GPS, and provide significant visitor attraction 
opportunities. Community consultation and trail audits 
identified the following overarching opportunities: 

• Develop high-quality and accessible trails that 
showcase the GPS region and attract intrastate and 
interstate visitors.

• Provide safe track and trail connections between 
townships separated from busy roads to encourage 
active transport and commuting.

• Activate trails through the development of 
accessible, connected, high-quality trail experiences, 
programs and events to encourage healthier and 
more active lifestyles for all GPS residents and 
children.

• Improve on-going track and trail maintenance and 
pest control.

• Improve signage and waymarking to existing tracks 
and trails.

• Create quality tracks for all abilities, ensuring 
everyone can access and enjoy them equally.

• Improved trail promotion and awareness.

The Tracks and Trails Strategy identifies the opportunities 
for upgrades and developments with the greatest 
potential to benefit the community, local economy 
and the natural environment by facilitating sustainable 
opportunities for exploring natural areas, focussing 
on tourism related developments and promoting 
environmentally-friendly transportation options. 

The Tracks and Trail Strategy has a key focus on activating 
trails through improving accessibility, community 
connections, recreation connections, event suitability 
and providing unique experiences. 

A total of 36 existing trails were identified across the 
GPS tracks and trails network which provide a broad 
range of experiences, and 18 key future track and 
trail opportunities were identified. With a regional 
approach and increased investment, the GPS regional 
tracks and trails Network offers incredible potential as 
an iconic, cohesive and interconnected trails network, 
incorporating benefits across the triple bottom line with 
positive environmental, economic and social outcomes. 

The Tracks and Trails Strategy provides an overview of 
the project’s strategic context and alignment with other 
planning initiatives, a review of relevant trends, best-
practice trail planning and management, and highlights 
the findings from community consultation. 

The tracks and trails network vision is outlined on the 
following page, this is underpinned by six (6) planning 
principles with the aim of achieving five (5) key goals for 
the region. A ten-year action plan has been developed 
which provides prioritised actions towards each of the 
goals to achieve the tracks and trails network vision.

The Action Plan Overview  is included from page 27 
onwards and includes timeframes, costs, partners and 
priorities for each action.

This Tracks and Trails Strategy is supported by the:

• ‘Issues and Opportunities Paper’, including all 
background information, context, trail planning 
and standards, trail management and funding, and 
existing trail audit findings, and;

• ‘Detailed Action Plan’, including trail hierarchies, 
priorities, timeframes, trail lengths, locations, 
estimated costs, required works, key partners, trail 
activation scores and mapping.

EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OUR VISION AND PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
We have developed a vision for tracks and trails within GPS. The vision is underpinned by six planning principles, 

these principles will form the framework for the entire strategy over the next 10 years. Everything that Golden Plains 
Shire does in relation to tracks and trails will be assessed against these principles, as depicted in the following figure.

Five goals have been developed to help us achieve our vision.

These goals reflect the distinct areas that Council wishes to focus on in order to deliver the strategy and they 
also reflect regional and state-wide priorities in the tracks and trails sector. Each of the actions in this strategy is 

categorised under one of the five goals. 

PLANNING  PRINCIPLE
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“A sustainable, accessible, and 
connected network of tracks and 

trails which positively impact 
Golden Plains’ natural environment, 

economy, and community’s health 
and well-being.”

Ensure sustainable 
trail development and 

management

Manage trails 
and cultivate 
partnerships

Establish safe 
town-to-town 

trail connections 
for active 

commuting and 
lifestyles

Enhance trail 
promotion 

for increased 
programs and 

visitors

Foster 
community 

and Indigenous 
engagement in 
trail planning 
and design.

Activate trails 
through accessible, 

connected, high-
quality trail 
experiences

Goal A: Integrated Planning & Management

Goal B: Quality, Safe, and Sustainable Network of Existing Trails 

Goal C: Sustainable, Responsible and Relevant Trail Developments

Goal D: Information and Marketing

Goal E: Community, Tourism & Economic Development

TRACKS AND TRAILS 
VISION

Our GOALS
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The establishment of a common Vision for the Tracks 
and Trails Strategy provides an overarching aim for 
Council, other organisations and the wider community to 
coordinate initiatives towards. 

As illustrated below, the Vision is supported by planning 
Principles which provide consistent and clear rationale 
for the alignment and assessment of deliverables.  

This sets the framework for the development of 
aspirational Goals (specific outcomes consistent with the 
Principles to fulfil the vision). Actions are then identified 
to deliver on each of the Goals and address the relevant 
issues identified during the research and consultation 
phases. 

Utilising this approach produces a Strategy with clearly 
articulated actions, responsibilities assigned, and an 
estimate of likely resources required - resulting in a 
clear and actionable implementation plan to deliver the 
overall vision.

Strategic Planning Pyramid

Current 
Environment Vision

Where we are now Where we want to be

VISION

PRINCIPLES

GOALS

ACTIONS

Trails Hierarchy
A successful trails network requires trails of different 
levels of significance in order to meet the needs of 
different user group/market segments. 

The trails hierarchy provides a guide for the level of 
infrastructure required for trails to meet the needs of 
their intended users and to ensure that an appropriate 
standard of facilities is provided. 

A trails level on the hierarchy indicates the partnerships 
required to successfully manage the trail, the level of 
promotion likely to be appropriate and the infrastructure 
which can be expected by users. 

The following summary of hierarchies have been 
developed from the from Victoria’s Trails Strategy 
2014-2024. Characteristics, attributes and examples of 
trail hierarchies have been included in the Issues and 
Opportunities Paper and the level of each Golden Plains 
trial in the hierarchy is also noted in the Detailed Action 
Plan.

It should be noted that the large majority of Golden 
Plains Shire Trails are Local with a very small number 
of trails (either current or potential new) classified as 
Regional.

Hierarchical Level

International/National: 
World-class trail experiences located within the natural 
and cultural landscapes, with the highest standard of 
management & promotion. Attract visitors to Australia. 

State: 
Significant trail experiences which represent 
Victoria’s varied landscapes, with a high standard of 
management & promotion. Attract visitors to Victoria. 

Regional: 
A major trail or trail network that services a population 
centre or large regional community, with facilities and 
services of a standard and appeal that could attract 
visitors from outside the region.

Local: 
A trail that services the local community and provides 
facilities suited to local use. Some local trails may have 
potential for development to regional status.

Introduction
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Project Background and Scope Project Methodology
Golden Plains Shire community members are looking 
for more diverse ways to achieve their physical activity 
goals and connect with friends and family. At the 
forefront of this change is an increasing preference to 
participate in activities such as walking and cycling, 
which provide flexibility, and are affordable and inclusive. 
This Strategy assists GPSC to respond to this trend and 
ensure a network of fit for purpose tracks and trails and 
supporting infrastructure is provided.

An assessment of the current condition of GPS’s existing 
tracks and trails and their connectivity to towns, social 
and recreation spaces, and capacity to cater to all 
abilities has been undertaken. Community consultation 
has identified the individual needs of each community 
within the Shire and assessed how they currently use 
and intend to use trails. The Strategy also includes 
investigation into ways to activate the Shire’s tracks 
and trails through community implemented programs 
such as Park Run and Active Golden Plains, and through 
connecting tracks and trails to key recreation and 
community facilities.

GPSC aims to provide a desirable network of tracks 
and trails that cater to its growing population 
and attract visitors from neighbouring LGA’s and 
interstate. The Strategy reflects the needs of the 
region, taking into consideration the areas unique 
demographics, participation trends, health concerns, and 
environmental, recreational and social issues.

The Strategy ensures Council can effectively prioritise 
future upgrades, encourage physical activity, budget and 
pro-actively plan ongoing maintenance, and monitor and 
evaluate the utilisation of tracks and trails across Golden 
Plains and between neighbouring Local Government 
Areas.

The Strategy informs Council’s strategic planning 
development over the next 10 years and delivers 
infrastructure, participation and programming 
opportunities over the next 5 years.

The projects six stage methodology is outlined 
below, this was developed to ensure that the project 
incorporates relevant consultation, research and 
planning processes whilst meeting the project brief 
requirements.

The six stages include:

Stage 1: Project Start-up, Background Review and   
  Trends Analysis

Stage 2: Consultation

Stage 3: On-ground Trail Audit and Mapping

Stage 4: Issues and Opportunities Paper

Stage 5: Draft Tracks and Trails Strategy and Detailed   
 Action Plan

Stage 6: Final Tracks and Trails Strategy and Detailed   
 Action Plan

Introduction
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Overview of Golden Plains Shire Council
Golden Plains Shire is situated between two of Victoria’s 
largest regional cities, Geelong and Ballarat, and covers 
an area of 2,702km². ABS Census data identified that in 
2021 Golden Plains had a population of 24,985 people 
located across 56 vibrant rural Communities. 

Renowned for its award-winning food and wine, 
iconic music festivals, goldfield heritage and friendly 
communities, Golden Plains is an attractive destination 
both to visit and call home.

Golden Plains is a fast growing region and is expected 
to have an additional 2,391 dwellings constructed in 
Bannockburn in the south-east of the Shire and an 
additional 1,020 dwellings constructed in the north-west 
of the Shire by 2036. 

Golden Plains has a strong agricultural presence and 
produces 21% of Victoria’s eggs, 11% of poultry, 4% 
of its sheep and lamb and 5% of Victoria’s pork. The 
Golden Plains economy is closely linked to the regional 
economies of Geelong and Ballarat which function 
as product transfer markets; commercial centres and 
the source of hundreds of jobs, most significantly in 
traditional manufacturing. 

Golden Plains Shire features sweeping and rugged 
bush landscapes combined with historic townships and 

growing communities to make for a wonderful place 
to live or visit. Locations such as the Brisbane Ranges 
National Park, Enfield State Forest and Moorabool River 
are popular for their wildflower displays, koalas, scenic 
drives, walks, trails and picnic grounds, offering day-
trippers an enjoyable tourism experience.

Currently there is an extensive network of tracks and 
trails within GPS that provide and promote physical 
activity. These tracks and trails are maintained by 
Council, Parks Victoria and community groups. A number 
of these formalised trails are currently utilised heavily 
by local residents and attract tourists to the region from 
neighbouring LGA’s due to their unique flora and fauna 
and experiences offered, such as the Ballarat to Skipton 
Rail Trail.

There are a large number of informal tracks and trails 
that are regularly utilised by the local community and 
have the potential to increase visitation and aid in 
boosting the local economy.

This strategy identifies the current issues and 
opportunities relating to tracks and trails in Golden 
Plains. It proposes a ten-year action plan to enhance 
GPS’s trail activation, tourism, economy, experiences, 
and community connectivity, health and well-being.

GOLDEN PLAINS SHIRE COUNCIL

N

Context &  
Analysis
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Literature Review Overview

National Level Documents
• The Australian Physical Literacy Framework, Sport 

Australia (2019)
• Blueprint for an Active Australia, Heart Foundation 

(2019) 

State Level Documents
• Active Victoria (2022-2026)
• Bushwalking Victoria Strategic Plan (2020)
• Victorian Trails Strategy (2014-2024)
• Victorian Cycling Strategy (2018-2028) 

Municipal Level Documents
• Golden Plains Shire Active Ageing and Inclusion Plan 

(2020-2024)
• Golden Plains Shire Community Development 

Strategy (2015-2019) 
• Golden Plains Shire Economic Development, Tourism 

and Investment Attraction Strategy (2022-2032)
• Golden Plains Shire Community Vision 2040 
• Golden Plains Shire Municipal Public Health and 

Well-being Action Plan (2021-2025)
• Golden Plains Shire Paths and Trails Strategy (2013-

2017)
• Golden Plains Shire Roads Strategy (2013)
• Golden Plains Shire Environment Strategy (2019-

2027)
• Golden Plains Shire Transport Connections Study 

(2022)
• Golden Plains Shire Open Space Strategy (2013-

2017)
• Golden Plains Shire Sport and Active Recreation 

Strategy (2020-2030)
• Golden Plains Asset Plan (2022-2032)
• Golden Plains Shire Play Space Strategy (2019-2029)

Local Level Documents
• Bannockburn Growth Plan (2021)
• Inverleigh Structure Plan (2019)
• Teesdale Structure Plan (2021)
• Community Plans 

Surrounding LGA/regional Documents
• G21 Integrated Transport Strategy (2021-2041)
• Moorabool Shire Council Hike and Bike Strategy 

(2015)
• Moorabool Shire Council Facilities Strategy Plan 

(2015)
• Moorabool Shire Council Female Friendly Sport and 

Recreation Participation and Infrastructure Strategy 
(2022-2032)

• City of Ballarat West Precinct Structure Plan (2016)
• City of Ballarat Open space strategy (2008)
• Moorabool Shire Council Age Well Live Well Strategy 

(2022-2025)
• Corangamite Shire Council Recreation and Open 

Space Strategy (2016-2026)
• Corangamite Shire Council Trails Management Policy 

(2019)
• Geelong Principal Cycling Network
• Greater Geelong Cycle Strategy - Volume 1 (2008)
• Ballarat Cycling Action Plan (2017-2023)
• Rivers of the Barwon / Barre Warre Yulluk Action 

Plan

Concepts/proposals/submissions from community 
members and groups have also been reviewed as part of 
the community consultation process.

Context & Analysis

A wide range of background information has been reviewed to inform the development of the Tracks and Trails 
Strategy and ensure alignment with wider objectives across state, regional, and local areas. The reviewed 
documents have been listed below and the full literature review is in the Issues and Opportunities Paper.
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There are currently 36 formal and informal existing recreational tracks and trails across GPS. as detailed in the 
issues and opportunities paper.

Existing Tracks and Trails

LEGEND

Bannockburn Bushland (South) Police Paddocks
Bannockburn Bushland (North) Ibis Middleton Walk, Meredith

Kuruc-a-ruc Trail 

Jubilee Mine Historic WalkWabdullah Reserve

Ross Creek Recreation Reserve Nature Loop

Bruce’s Creek, Bannockburn

Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail

Rainbow Bird Trail

Hay and Burchell Walking Trail

Dereel Lagoon

Brisbane Ranges Extended Circuit

Long Gully Loop

Three Creeks Walk

Enfield Bald Hills Loop Trail

Steiglitz Historic WalkLeigh River and Barwon Junction River Trails

Bike/walking path, Shelford-Bannockburn Rd

Kangaroo Track via Links Track Loop

Teesdale Grassy Woodlands/Don Wallace ReserveLethbridge Lake

Possum Road & Moorabool River Loop

Meredith Steiglitz Road to Byrne Road

Boden’s Water Races

Deadman’s & Grahams Gully Loop

Surface Point Loop

Beards Gully & Deadman’s LoopRiver Track

Chinaman’s Lagoon

Inverleigh Flora Loop

Friday’s Trail, Brisbane Ranges National ParkBruce Creek, Lethbridge

Turtle Bend

Meredith/Bamganie State Forest Circuit
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Tracks and trials play an important role in facilitating physical activity in Golden Plains Shire, as identified in the 
table below. Recreational walking, cycling, jogging and bush walking represent four of the top six activites listed 
and can be facilitated by the provision of tracks and trails.

(1) CWANZ ‘National Walking and Cycling Participation Survey, 2023 
(2) Strava Global Trend Report, 2023 

Active Participation

Rank Activity VIC Adult Participation 
Rate

Estimate 
(‘000)

1 Walking (Recreational) 46.9% 2,698.2
2 Fitness/Gym 38.5% 2,218.8
3 Athletics, track and field (includes jogging and running) 19.6% 1,130.9
4 Cycling 16.6% 957.0
5 Swimming 16.0% 923.0
6 Bush walking 9.0% 520.8
7 Yoga 6.6% 382.1
8 Tennis 6.5% 372.4
9 Basketball 6.4% 368.0

10 Golf 5.9% 339.9

AusPlay Sport Participation Table, Top 10 Adult Activities, 2022

Approximately 70% walk for 
recreation and exercise¹.

Approximately 45% walk for dog 
walking¹.

On average people aged 15 and over in 

Victoria walk 4.9 days over a  
7 day period¹ .

Interest in trail and off-road activities 
has increased dramatically over the last 

year, with a 55% increase in Gravel 

riding on Strava, 16% rise in trail 

running, 13% in mountain biking, and a 

10% increase in hiking².

Global ebike activity on Strava increased 

by 23% in 2023².

86.8% of regional Victoria’s 
population walk or use a mobility aid 
at least once in a typical week for ten 
minutes or more¹.

19.2% of Regional Victorians ride 
a bike in a typical week compared to 

17.1% for the state of Victoria¹.

In Victoria, approximately 1.1M 
residents ride a bicycle in a typical week 

and 2.5M residents ride at least once 
in a typical year¹.

Of the people who cycled in Victoria in 

the last month, 74.5% cycled for 

recreation and 45.8% used a bicycle 
for transport. The main transport 
purposes for riding were commuting to 
work or education and to visit friends and 
relatives¹.

Demand for Tracks 
and Trails

in 2023, Gen Z athletes were almost 

twice as likely to upload runs as rides 

to Strava. Boomers were twice as likely 
to upload rides as runs².
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Demand for Tracks and Trails

• An increasing need to provide accessible and 
affordable physical activity opportunities across GPS 
to encourage regular exercise and healthy lifestyle 
habits

• Trails can contribute to health outcomes through 
providing both active recreational opportunities and 
active transport routes.

The GPSC VicHealth Indicators Survey (2015) identified 
that 22.3% of GPS residents engaged in no physical 
activity during a typical week compared to Victoria’s 
18.9%. A smaller proportion (35.4%) of GPS residents 
engaged in physical activity four or more days per week 
compared to the Victorian average (41.3%).

Tracks and trails have the potential to yield significant positive benefits by addressing prevalent social and 
community trends. It is essential to understand the trends in the Golden Plains Shire communities and strategically 
plan for facilities, programs, and services in the future, in a manner that integrates tracks and trails.

The GPSC Economic Development, Tourism and 
Investment Attraction Strategy (2022-2032) encourages 
the region to extend its visitor experiences across the 
Shire.

AusPlay Participation data for Victoria indicates a strong 
increase in volunteers for sport and recreational activities 
from 2021 to 2022. From January to December 2022 
there were a total of 449,100 male (15.9%) and 357,600 
female (12.2%) volunteers. This is up from 417,000 males 
(15.1%) and 321,200 females (11.2%) in 2021.

The latest ABS data identifies that GPS has experienced 
rapid population growth over the last ten years, growing 
from 18,770 people in 2011 to 24,985 people 2021. 
This is an overall increase of 33.1% at a rate of 621 new 
residents per year.

Profile Id estimates the GPS population for 2023 is 
25,651, and is forecast to grow to 42,607 by 2041, a 
growth of 16,956 people or 66.1% over 18 years. 

GPSC is committed to reducing barriers for groups most 
at risk of being excluded from the community. These 
people include those with disability, who are culturally 
and linguistically diverse (CALD), who are Indigenous, 
who identify as LGBTIQ, young and older people and 
those facing socioeconomic disadvantage.

• Residents and businesses in the region can benefit 
from income generated from trail-related tourism. 
Higher quality and quantity of trails & associated 
infrastructure can support these opportunities. 

• Provision and promotion of trail networks and 
events will attract more visitors and encourage 
travellers to stay in the area for longer.

• Trail projects are often dependent on community 
leadership & volunteer efforts which are invaluable 
resources. It is imperative that volunteers are 
effectively supported, recognised & valued enabling 
them to continue to contribute to the trails network.

• Ensuring the trail network meets population growth 
and preferences across different age groups is 
crucial for relevant recreation opportunities. Long-
term planning, such as preserving natural areas and 
trail corridors, will support the region’s growth and 
prosperity.

• It is important that trail-based activities offered 
within GPS cater for people from different cultural 
backgrounds. For example, Indigenous people may 
be more likely to engage in trail activities which 
acknowledge the region’s cultural significance. 

• New arrivals to Australia may require high levels 
of information relating to safety requirements in 
Australia’s natural areas.

The Impact of Tracks and Trails

Physical Inactivity and Obesity

Evolving Tourism Trends and Target Markets

Community Leadership and Volunteerism

Population Growth and Change

Cultural Diversity
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Access for All

Programs, events and online platforms

Community and Active Recreation Connections

Trail Experience

Activating Trails
Trails assume a pivotal role in stimulating local communities, ultimately leading to an improvement in the overall 
quality of life. When trails are accessible, interconnected, and well-kept, they wield a positive influence on the 
levels of physical activity within the community, fostering activation of community facilities and infrastructure and 
engagement in sports and active recreational pursuits. Below identifies the ways in which the Tracks and Trails 
Strategy will activate GPS’s tracks and trails.

• Accessibility: Ensure that a variety of trails are family, wheelchair and adaptive cycle 
accessible and designed to meet Australian guidelines. 

• Trail Length and Variety: Create trails of varying lengths and difficulty levels to cater to a wide 
range of fitness levels. Include short loops for beginners and longer, more challenging routes 
for experienced users. 

• Inclusive Activities: Offer trails that cater to different interests and age groups, such as family 
nature walks, local events (such as Parkrun), and educational, historic and cultural trails.

• Online platforms: Adding accurate and up-to-date trail mapping and information to online 
platforms and apps including Council’s website, Alltrails, Trailforks and Mapmyfitness will 
activate GPS’s trails through attracting a broader audience of users from any location, helping 
them to identify trail opportunities and plan for activities. 

• Interval Markers: Install markers at regular intervals along trails to help users track their 
progress and set exercise goals. These markers can encourage interval training, and can be 
incorporated into waymarking signage.

• Support events: Supporting events that utilise the tracks and trails network is a key way to 
activate trails. This can include walking, cycling, running and horse riding events, art and 
cultural installations and larger regional and national events.

• Connectivity: Create a network of trails that connect various neighbourhoods, parks, points 
of interest, and community and recreational facilities, including playspaces, skateparks, 
recreation reserves and open spaces. This encourages trail activation through providing a 
network of trails that provide both recreational and practical purposes, such as commuting to 
work, education, recreation areas or shopping. 

• Unique Experiences: Provide unique cultural and natural trail user experiences and link in to 
unique local businesses and sustainable accommodation providers.

• Maintenance: Regularly maintain tracks and trails to keep them clean and attractive.

Participation, Activation  
and Recreation
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Participation, Activation and Recreation

Achieving Active Victorian Policy Objectives

Active Victoria (2022-2026) 
The Tracks and Trails Strategy aligns with the Active 
Victoria Strategic Framework (2022-2026) which has a 
vision to ‘build a thriving, inclusive and connected sport 
and active recreation sector that benefits all Victorians’. 

GPSC can incorporate the Active Victoria policy 
objectives into their plans over the next five years in the 
following ways:

Objective: Connecting Communities: 
‘All Victorians have access to high-quality environments 
and appropriate participation opportunities’.

1. Increase and promote trail opportunities so 
Victorians can participate in ways that suit them

2. Target trail development and promotional efforts 
towards individuals and communities who 
participate less

3. Improve track and trail infrastructure coordination 
to better meet demand, with a focus on areas and 
populations who need it most

4. Deliver inclusive, multi-use and sustainable trail 
infrastructure

Objective: Building Value
‘The sport and active recreation workforce create 
positive experiences for people’.

1. Attract and retain a skilled trail management team 
and workforce (paid and unpaid)

2. Promote more financially sustainable organisations 
that reduce duplication and inefficiencies in trail 
development and delivery

3. Implement frameworks to create safe and inclusive 
trail settings

4. Build insights through better use of evidence and 
data

Objective: Enduring Legacy
‘The sport and active recreation workforce create 
positive experiences for people’.

1. Develop a world-leading suite of local, regional and 
state trail facilities

2. Invest in trail infrastructure that can host 
international and regional events and support event 
content that boosts the Victorian economy

3. Partner to maximise leverage from investment in 
Victoria’s major events

By aligning the Tracks and Trails Strategy with these 
Active Victoria and Victorian Government policy 
objectives, GPSC can create a healthier, more vibrant, 
and sustainable community that benefits residents, 
businesses, and the environment.

Tracks an Trails also make a valuable contribution to 
achieving a broad range of Victorian Government policy 
objectives, these can be achieved by incorporating the 
following initiatives into Council plans over the next five 
years:

1. Establishing thriving places and 
communities that are safe, fair and inclusive

• Develop and maintain tracks and trails that connect 
key community and recreational facilities, providing 
safe and active transport corridors.

• Encourage cultural and heritage awareness through 
sharing & storytelling along the trails.

• Organise educational programs and events in natural 
settings to promote environmental awareness and 
appreciation.

• Ensure the trails are designed to be accessible and 
enjoyable for people of all abilities and age groups.

2. Supporting the health and well-being of all 
Victorians

• Promote the use of trails for physical activity in 
nature, which contributes to social, mental, spiritual, 
and physical well-being.

• Organise community events and activities along the 
trails to foster social connectedness.

• Encourage personal development by creating 
trails that offer challenges and opportunities for 
achievement.
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Participation, Activation and Recreation

3. Building Quality infrastructure
• Invest in high-quality walking and cycling 

infrastructure that enhances the overall user 
experience and ensures safety.

• Regularly maintain and upgrade the infrastructure 
to meet the needs of trail users, making them 
comfortable and encouraging usage.

4. Developing a strong and innovative economy
• Recognise the economic benefits of trails, such as 

reducing healthcare costs associated with inactivity 
and attracting high-value travellers to the region.

• Promote and support industries related to events, 
eco-tourism, recreation, food, hospitality, and 
services that can benefit from the presence of trails.

• Engage volunteers and create employment 
opportunities related to trail maintenance and 
development.

5. Contributing to Victoria’s transition to                 
    a net-zero emissions and climate resilient   
    economy by 2050

• Develop trails that provide green, active transport 
linkages, reducing traffic congestion and carbon 
emissions.

• Promote environmental education and awareness 
along the trails to encourage stewardship and 
protection of natural resources.

• Implement practices that mitigate the impacts of 
human exploration in natural areas to help preserve 
the environment.
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Community Consultation Summary
The Tracks and Trails Strategy’s actions have been informed by community consultation and stakeholder engagement. 
A series of consultation mechanisms were utilised to engage with the wider community and key stakeholders, 
including:

• Online Community Survey
• Internal Stakeholder Meetings
• Key External Stakeholder Meetings
• Community Trails Workshops
• Targeted Stakeholder Interviews

This section provides a summary of consultation findings, the full community consultation findings are included in 
the Issues and Opportunities Paper.

Develop high quality and accessible trails that showcase the GPS region 
and attract intrastate and interstate visitors.

Provide safe track and trail connections between townships separated 
from busy roads to encourage active transport and commuting. 

Activate trails through the development of accessible, connected, high-
quality trail experiences, Programs and events to encourage healthier 
and more active lifestyles for all GPS residents and children.

Improve on-going track and trail maintenance and pest control.

Improve signage and waymarking to existing tracks and trails.

Create quality tracks for all abilities, ensuring everyone can access 
and enjoy them equally. 

Improve trail promotion and awareness.

Key overarching themes for GPS Tracks and Trails
The key overarching themes uncovered during the consultation period for GPS tracks and trails include:

Community 
Consultation
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Golden Plains Shire Tracks and Trails Feedback

Key findings regarding the existing GPS trails from the 197 online survey responses have been captured below:

85%

47%

49%

49%

37%

41%

42%

43%

52%

57%

56%

69%

Community Consultation

Highly value the existing tracks and trails within GPS.

Feel that GPS trails are not supported by quality infrastructure.

 Feel that GPS tracks and trails are well signed.

Identified that they think the existing GPS tracks and trails are safe.

Feel that GPS’s Tracks and Trails cater to a diverse range of users.

Feel that current GPS tracks and trails are quality tourist attractions.

Identified that the current GPS tracks and trails do not link to important community facilities 
such as schools, health services, community and recreation areas and shopping precincts.

Agree that there is a balance of recreation and conservation values in natural 
areas.

Feel that the existing GPS Tracks and trails do not cater to all abilities.

Feel that the existing GPS tracks and trails are not well maintained or 
connected.

Feel that tracks and trails in GPS are not well promoted.

Believe that GPS Tracks and trails currently 
meet the needs of local residents and visitors.
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GOLDEN PLAINS SHIRE TRACKS AND TRAILS NETWORK RECOMMENDATIONS

Through the community engagement process, potential prospects for track and trail expansion and developments 
were identified. Feedback from the community emphasised the requirement for the establishment of trails that 
facilitate vital linkages into and within GPS. The subsequent enhancements and connections for trails outlined 
below emerged as significant focal points repeatedly highlighted during the consultation phase.

Community Consultation

Provide safe walking and cycling 
connections between townships, including:
• Inverleigh to Bannockburn

• Bannockburn to Teesdale

• Bannockburn to Lethbridge

• Ross Creek to Smythesdale

• Teesdale to Shelford

• Haddon to Smythes Creek

Provide key external partnerships 
to facilitate integrated planning and 
connections, including:
• Connect Bannockburn and Inverleigh into 

Geelong’s Principal Bicycle Network

• Explore the opportunity to develop a 
connection from Ballarat to Geelong via a 
Rail Trail

• GPS connection into Goldfields Track

• Batesford to Geelong connection via 
Moorabool River

Expand on existing trail network to provide 
key connections to natural, recreation and 
residential areas, including:
• Leigh/Barwon River Junction Trail Extension 

to Berthon Park subdivision, Inverleigh Nature 
Conservation Reserve and Inverleigh Golf Club

• Develop Woady River Track to provide a 
connection from Ballarat-Skipton Rail Trail to 
Woady River

• Support Woady Yaloak Wetland Development 
Concept Plan Trail

• Support Moorabool River Master Plan in 
Batesford along the Moorabool River

• Provide safe connections from Bannockburn to 
Bannockburn Bushland

• Shaws Road to Native Hut Creek, Teesdale

Upgrade existing trails to provide more 
accessible, high-quality experiences:
• Extend the Bruces Creek trail to the existing picnic 

and viewing area in Bannockburn 

• Improve maintenance and awareness of the Rainbow 
Bird Trail

• Improve maintenance, awareness and signage of the 
Kuruc-a-ruc Trail

GOLDEN PLAINS SHIRE TRACKS 
AND TRAILS NETWORK 

RECOMMENDATIONS +
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Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and Threats

Strengths Opportunities
• Strong community interest and support for trails.
• Local culture of outdoor recreational activities.
• Large network of state conservation areas, State 

forests & Council/Crown bushland.
• Regional and coordinated approach to Tourism.
• GPS has a strong volunteering community who can 

help to support events and trail projects. In the last 
12 months, 16.3% of GPS’s population completed 
voluntary work through an organisation compared 
to 13.3% for the state of Victoria.

• There is a large existing network of tracks and trails 
within GPS which require, in many cases, limited 
works and effective promotion to bring them to 
a high standard and help them become more 
accessible and available.

• There is a broad spectrum of beautiful natural 
settings and experiences available that appeal to 
cyclists, walkers, runners, horse riders and general 
tourists.

• High/increasing participation in walking and cycling.
• Improving the physical and mental well-being of the 

community through accessible and affordable trail 
opportunities for all abilities.

• Enhanced community and visitor awareness, 
appreciation & stewardship of GPS trails & natural 
areas.

• Provision of low cost, easily accessible recreation 
and physical activity opportunities.

• Integration with existing and new local businesses/ 
industries to service trail use.

• Enhancing inter-township connectivity through 
trails and active transport.

• Enhanced community awareness, appreciation & 
stewardship of trails & natural areas.

• Development/improvement of themed trail 
experiences to showcase the region (e.g. heritage).

• Opportunities for Traditional Owner input into 
the trails network to grow cultural tourism and 
showcase Indigenous connections to country 
and their stories through infrastructure such as 
interpretive signage.

• Increasing tourism & population numbers.
• Synergies across Council, government & achieving 

multiple sub-aims identified in Golden Plains Shire 
Community Vision 2040.

Weaknesses Threats
• Lack of coordinated approach to providing 

information about trails within the region.
• Inconsistent range of signage styles/condition.
• Limited and inconsistent mapping and quality 

promotional material at Visitor Information Centres 
and on online platforms.

•  Different quality of supporting infrastructure along 
individual tracks and trails.

• Poor maintenance of many existing trails with 
the need for formal on-going maintenance plans 
and processes to be established with volunteers, 
community groups and Council.

• Potential impacts upon environmental and cultural 
heritage values.

• Limited capability of landowners to financially 
contribute to trail development & management.

• Private land crossing key strategic trail corridors.
• Inappropriate and unauthorised use of trails 

or damage to supporting infrastructure (e.g. 
rubbish dumping, vandalism, use by motorised 
vehicles) having negative impacts upon trail user 
experiences.

• Competing funding priorities.
• Volunteer burnout could occur.

The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) associated with GPS’s tracks and trails are identified 
below. These attributes are derived from the key findings of the Issues and Opportunities Paper.

Key Issues and  
Opportunities
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The summary of key issues and opportunities for GPS’s existing tracks and trails have been identified below which 
have been used to inform the Action Plan. The full audit findings and opportunities for each of the existing tracks 
and trails within GPS are included within the Issues and Opportunities Paper.

Existing Track and Trail Issues and Opportunities

Key Issues and Opportunities

Key Existing Track and Trail Issues and Opportunities

Many of the tracks and trails are in poor to reasonable condition with many experiencing overgrown 
vegetation and there is a need for on-going maintenance plans.

Signage and waymarking is sparse or non-existent on many of the existing trails, and many of the 
existing signs vary in style, have deteriorated over time and require refurbishment or replacement.

Many trails lack supporting infrastructure such as seating, shade shelters, drinking fountains and 
picnic facilities.

Existing trails can be difficult to find due to lack of promotion, mapping and designated trailhead 
areas.

In some locations, walkers, mountain bikers, horse riders and 4wd’s utilise the same trails which have 
various impacts on the surface condition and a trail user code of conduct is required.

There are key locations where existing trails can be extended to provide additional benefit to the 
community by connecting to key community facilities, residential and commercial areas.

Many trails can be activated more effectively by connecting to active facilities such as playspaces, 
skateparks and recreational areas, and through upgrading trails to cater to all abilities.

There is a need to connect GPS townships through trails for cyclists, runners/joggers, walkers and 
horse riders. Road corridors are typically wide and can allow for trails to be developed a safe distance 
from roads and moving vehicles.
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10

11

12

Key Issues and Opportunities

1

4

2

5

3

6

Ref Trail Name Opportunity
Inverleigh to 
Bannockburn

Provide a key safe commuting and recreational connection between Inverleigh and 
Bannockburn townships via a multi-use trail set back off of the main road. 

Bannockburn to 
Geelong Principal 
Cycling Network

Connect Bannockburn to the Geelong Principal Cycling Network via Batesford.

Bannockburn to 
Teesdale

Provide a key commuting and recreational  connection between Teesdale and 
Bannockburn townships via a multi-use trail set back off of the main road. 

Bannockburn to 
Bannockburn 
Bushland

Connect Bruce’s Creek trail to Bannockburn Bushland via Bannockburn Lagoon. 

Bannockburn to 
Lethbridge

Provide a key commuting and recreational connection between Lethbridge and 
Bannockburn townships via a multi-use trail set back off of the main road. 

Moorabool River Support development of the Moorabool River Master Plan at Riverstone Estate, 
Batesford and explore potential to also develop a trail south-east along Moorabool 
River to Fyansford, Geelong.

Haddon to Smythes 
Creek

Connect Smythes Creek to Haddon via a multi-use trail and connect the trail into the 
Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail in Haddon to extend connections to further townships.

Leigh/Barwon 
River Junction Trail 
extension

Explore the opportunity to extend Leigh/Barwon River Junction Trails to Berthon 
Park subdivision, Inverleigh Nature Conservation Reserve and Inverleigh Golf Club.

Yarrowee Creek Explore the opportunity to develop a trail along Yarrowee Creek to connect into 
Ballarat Yarrowee Trail via Cambrian Hill and explore potential to be extended to 
Garibaldi.

Ross Creek to 
Smythesdale

Explore the opportunity to connect Ross Creek to Smythesdale and connect the 
trail into the Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail in Smythesdale to extend connections to 
further townships.

Woady River Track Explore the opportunity to formalise Woady River Track and include improved 
signage and waymarking (i.e. Smythesdale Campground to River Track). 

Woady Yaloak 
Wetland 
Development Master 
Plan trails

Support development of the Woady Yaloak Master Plan loop around the proposed 
wetland and nature reserve from Woady Yaloak Recreation Reserve and explore 
potential to formalise and extend existing trail between Snakes Road and Whites 
Road further south.

New Trail Development Opportunities
New trail opportunities have been identified through the findings of the community consultation, online survey 
and key stakeholder interviews, existing trails audit, demand, trends and population analysis and SWOT Analysis. 
These trail development opportunities are community driven initiatives that have the potential to provide 
economic, tourism, health and well-being benefits and encourage activation of trails within GPS. 

8

9

7
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Key Issues and Opportunities

Ref Trail Name Opportunity
Teesdale to Shelford Provide a key safe commuting and recreational connection between Teesdale and 

Shelford townships via a multi-use trail set back off of the main road. 

Shaws Road to 
Native Hut Creek, 
Teesdale

New connection from the end of Shaw’s Road in Teesdale to Native Hut Creek and 
lava bank.

13

14

Ref Trail Name Opportunity
Ballarat to Skipton 
Rail Trail to Centre of 
Ballarat.

Support the City of Ballarat in the extension of Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail into 
Ballarat’s town centre. 

Ballarat to Geelong Explore the opportunity to develop a rail trail along the live railway line that travels 
from Ballarat to Geelong through Elaine, Meredith, Lethbridge, Bannockburn 
and Batesford to provide a key recreation and commuting connection between 
all townships and connect the south-eastern towns of Golden Plains to northern 
Golden Plains and Ballarat. The linkages between townships such as Teesdale, 
Inverleigh and Shelford will further support this development.

Goldfields Trail Explore the opportunity to connect into the Goldfields Trail which currently travels 
210km from Bendigo to Bunninyong through Castlemaine, Daylesford, Creswick and 
Ballarat to draw additional overnight visitors into GPS.

External Trail Opportunities

Tracks and Trails opportunities map

15

16

17

Shelford

Teesdale Bannockburn
Batesford

Geelong

Lethbridge

Inverleigh

Ross Creek

Smythesdale

Haddon

Note: This Map does not show existing trails and their opportunities, only proposed trails.

Smythes Creek

BallaratTo Ballarat

1
6

5

2

7

3 4

8

910

1112
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LEGEND

Key Proposed and Potential 
Walking and Cycling Township 
Linkages 
Pending feasibility studies and 
consultation with landowners and 
governing bodies
Existing Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail

Golden Plains Shire Boundary
N
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The following pages provide an overview of the Action Plan including the overall priority, timeframe, trail length, 
location, estimated cost and link to the Detailed Action Plan. The Detailed Action Plan outlines additional specific 
information including the required works, key partners, hierarchy of trails and trail activation scores.

An overall priority rating based on the track or trails need/demand, feasibility, location and benefit:

• High
• Medium
• Low

An indicative timeframe for implementation:

• Short (0 - 5 years) 
• Medium (5 - 10 years) 
• Longer (10+ years) 
• Ongoing 

A cost estimate to inform Council with its budget processes:

• Low (L) <$50,000
• Medium (M) $50,000 - $100,000
• High (H) $100,000 - $500,000
• Major Project (MP) >$500,000

Refers to the Detailed Action Plan (DAP) page reference where further information on the action is provided

Short Term Priority Projects: Grey highlighted actions indicate projects with short term actions that have high 
demand, can be more readily implemented, provide community benefits and require limited investment in the 
short term.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP  
PAGE # 

Action High/ 
Medium/ 
Low

Short/Medium/ 
Long/ Ongoing

Trail 
length

Trail Location L, M, H

Action High/ 
Medium/ 
Low

Short/Medium/ 
Long/ Ongoing

Trail 
length

Trail Location L, M, H

Project Assessment Criteria
The Action Plan uses the following justification / ratings throughout the Strategy. The locations of these have been 
identified on the below indicative Action Plan table.

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

5

41

Action Plan  
overview
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Goal A: Integrated Planning & Management
Underpinning a sustainable, integrated, and accessible trails network is a strategic framework and 
coordinated approach with prioritised investment and appropriate allocation of resources.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

A1 Integrated Framework: Implement an integrated framework for the planning and management 
of recreational tracks and trails across GPS.

6

A1.1 GPSC Trail Control Group High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 7
A1.2 Dedicated Staff Position High Short / 

Medium
N/A Shire Wide Medium 7

A1.3 Integrated Planning High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 7
A1.4 Trail Working Group High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 7
A1.5 Volunteers High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 7
A1.6 Funding and Resources High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 7
A1.7 Cross- Tenure Collaboration High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 8
A1.8 Trail User Code of Conduct High High/Short N/A Shire Wide Low 8
A2 Standardised Trail Planning, Management and Maintenance: Ensure that consistent, 

comprehensive and best practice processes are utilised in the planning, management and 
maintenance of the GPS trail network.

9

A2.1 8 Stage Trail Development 
Process

High Short N/A Shire Wide Low  9

A2.2 Trail Naming High Short N/A Shire Wide Low  9
A2.3 Audit and Assessment Process High Short N/A Shire Wide Low  10
A2.4 Compliance High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low  10

Action Plan overview
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Goal B: Quality, Safe, and Sustainable Network of Existing Trails 
Existing trails are enhanced to provide high quality, safe, and sustainable opportunities 
for residents and visitors with a range of interests and abilities.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

B1 Bannockburn Bushland 
(South)

High Short 5km Bannockburn M 11

B2 Bannockburn Bushland 
(North)

High Short 3.6km Bannockburn M 12

B3 Wabdullah Reserve Low Short to Long 1.2km Bannockburn H 12
B4 Bruce’s Creek High Short to Long 2.2km Bannockburn MP 13
B5 Rainbow Bird Trail, Dereel High Short to 

Medium
35km Dereel L 13

B6 Dereel Lagoon High Short to 
Medium

2.5km Dereel L 14

B7 Long Gully Loop Medium Short 7.1km Enfield L 14
B8 Surface Point Loop Medium Short 1km Enfield L 14
B9 Enfield Bald Hills Loop Trail Medium Short 15km Enfield L 15
B10 Inverleigh Flora Loop, 

Inverleigh Nature 
Conservation Reserve

Medium Short to 
Medium

10km Inverleigh M 15

B11 Kangaroo Track via Links Track 
Loop

Medium Short to 
Medium

4.3km Inverleigh M 16

B12 River Track, Inverleigh High Short to Long 2.3km Inverleigh M 16
B13 Leigh River and Barwon 

Junction River Trails
High Short to Long 3km Inverleigh H 17

B14 Bruce Creek, Lethbridge Low Short to 
Medium

800m Lethbridge H 18

B15 Lethbridge Lake Low Short 550m Lethbridge L 18
B16 Meredith State Forest/

Bamganie State Forest Circuit
Low Short to 

Medium
7.4km Meredith L 19

B17 Possum Road & Moorabool 
River Loop

Low Short to 
Medium

4.3km Meredith L 19

B18 Meredith Steiglitz Road to 
Byrne Road

Low Short to 
Medium

3.9km Meredith L 20

B19 Police Paddocks Medium Short to 
Medium

4km Meredith H 20

B20 Ibis Middleton Walk, 
Meredith

Low Short to Long 683m Meredith H 21

B21 Jubilee Mine Historic Walk High Short to Long 900 m Newtown M 21

Action Plan overview
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Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

B22 Kuruc-a-ruc Trail High Short 13.3km Rokewood L 22
B23 Ross Creek Recreation 

Reserve Nature Loop
Low Short to 

Medium
1km Ross Creek L 22

B24 Bodens Water Races Medium Short to Long 5.1km Ross Creek H 23
B25 Ballarat to Skipton Rail Trail High Short to Long 54.7km Skipton MP 24
B26 Hay and Burchell Walking Trail Low Short 8.4km Steiglitz L 25
B27 Brisbane Ranges Extended 

Circuit
Low Short 17.9km Steiglitz L 25

B28 Deadman’s & Grahams Gully 
Loop

Low 6.8km Steiglitz L 26

B29 Three Creeks Walk Low Short 14.5km Steiglitz L 26
B30 Beards Gully & Deadman’s 

Loop
Low Short 9.8km Steiglitz L 26

B31 Steiglitz Historic Walk High Short 600m Steiglitz L 27
B32 Friday’s Trail, Brisbane Ranges 

National Park
High Short / 

Ongoing
11.4km Steiglitz L 27

B33 Teesdale Grassy Woodlands / 
Don Wallace Reserve

Low Short 1.2km Teesdale L 28

B34 Chinaman’s Lagoon Low Short to 
Medium

1.5km Teesdale L 28

B35 Bike/walking path, Shelford-
Bannockburn Road

High Short to Long 4km Teesdale H 29

B36 Turtle Bend Low Short to Long 1km Teesdale L 29

Action Plan overview
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Goal C: Sustainable, Responsible and Relevant Trail Developments
New trail developments are strategic, well- considered, responsive to community need and 
considerate of key stakeholders.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

C1 Inverleigh to Bannockburn High Short to Long 15km Inverleigh/
Bannockburn

MP 30

C2 Bannockburn and Inverleigh 
to Geelong Principal Bicycle 
Network

High Short to 
Medium

19km/ 
28km

Bannockburn 
/ Geelong

MP 32

C3 Bannockburn to Teesdale High Short to Long 10.4km Bannockburn 
/ Teesdale

MP 34

C4 Bannockburn to Bannockburn 
Bushland

High Short to 
Medium

2.6km Bannockburn MP 36

C5 Bannockburn to Lethbridge High Short to Long 13.6km Bannockburn 
/ Lethbridge

MP 38

C6 Moorabool River: Support 
Moorabool River Master Plans 
proposed trails and explore 
feasibility of extending trails 
south to Fyansford, Geelong.

Low Short to 
Medium

10.4km Batesford MP 40

C7 Haddon to Smythes Creek Medium Short to Long 4.3km Haddon/
Smythes 
Creek

MP 43

C8 Leigh/Barwon River Junction 
Trail Extension: Extend 
the Leigh/Barwon River 
Junction Trail to connect to 
Berthon Park subdivision 
and Inverleigh Nature 
Conservation Reserve.

High Short to 
Medium

1.3km Inverleigh MP 45

C9 Yarrowee Creek: Extend 
Yarrowee Creek Trail in 
Sebastopol south along the 
Yarrowee Creek to Napoleons 
via Cambrian Hill..

Medium Short to Long 7.5km Napoleons/
Cambrian Hill

MP 47

C10 Ross Creek to Smythesdale Medium Short to Long 6.8km Ross Creek/
Smythesdale

MP 49

C11 Woady River Track: Develop 
a loop trail along the Woady 
Yaloak River in Smythesdale 
utilising the Ballarat-Skipton 
Rail Trail.

Medium Medium to 
Long

1.8km Smythesdale MP 51

Action Plan overview
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Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

C12 Woady Yaloak Wetland 
Development Concept 
Plan Trail: Support the 
development of the Woady 
Yaloak Wetland Development 
Concept Plan trail at the 
Woady Yaloak Recreation 
Reserve.

Low Short to 
Medium

1km Teesdale/
Shelford

MP 53

C13 Teesdale to Shelford High Short to Long 5.7km Teesdale MP 55
C14 Shaws Road to Native Hut 

Creek, Teesdale: Develop a 
short trail from Shaws Road to 
Native Hut Creek.

Low Long 229m Ballarat H 57

C15 Ballarat to Skipton Rail 
Trail to Centre of Ballarat: 
Support City of Ballarat in 
the extension of the Ballarat-
Skipton Rail Trail to Ballarat’s 
CBD.

High Short - Ballarat L 59

C16 Ballarat to Geelong: Explore 
the feasibility of developing a 
rail trail along the Geelong to 
Ballarat line via Bannockburn.

High Medium 84km GPSC H 60

C17 Goldfields Track: Explore the 
opportunity to connect GPS 
into the Goldfields Trail for 
tourism purposes.

High Medium - GPSC M 62

Action Plan overview
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Goal D: Information and Marketing
Consistent and reliable trail information encourages recreational trail users to confidently, safely and 
sustainably explore the region’s natural areas.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

D1 Trail Information: Provide consistent and reliable signage, maps and supporting information for 
all trails across the Shire.

65

D1.1 Signage Templates High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 65
D1.2 Signage Installation High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide High 65
D1.3 Map/Brochures High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 65
D1.4 Council Website High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 65
D1.5 Budget High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 66
D1.6 Third Party Information 

Platforms
High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 66

D2 Promotion and Marketing:: Enhance promotion and marketing of trail opportunities across  
the region.

65

D2.1 Coordinated Marketing High Medium N/A Shire Wide Low
D2.2 Promotion Medium Medium N/A Shire Wide Medium
D2.3 Visitor Information Centres High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low
D2.4 Trail Accreditation High Short N/A Shire Wide Low
D2.5 Hierarchical Promotion High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low

Goal E: Community, Tourism & Economic Development
Trails contribute significantly to the region’s community, tourism and economic development.

Ref Action Overall 
Priority

Timeframe Trail 
Length

Location Cost DAP 
PAGE #

E1 Community, Tourism and Economic Development: Use trail development and provision as a 
community, tourism and economic development tool. 

65

E1.1 Promotion High Short N/A Shire Wide Low 69
E1.2 Events High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 69
E1.3 Installations and pop-ups High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 69
E1.4 Towns & Villages High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 69
E1.5 Economic Development High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 69
E1.6 Collaborate High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 70
E1.7 Environmental Protection High Ongoing N/A Shire Wide Low 70

Action Plan overview
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Maintenance Cost Estimates
GPSC directly manage/maintain approximately 265 km of 
tracks and trails and there is 211 km of proposed tracks 
and trails. 

The on-going maintenance costs for trails in Australia can 
vary significantly depending on various factors, including 
the trails location, usage, local conditions, extreme 
weather events and detrimental activities such as 
vandalism. This makes predicting on-going maintenance 
expenses challenging.

Estimated maintenance costs per meter squared (m²) 
have been developed for asphalt, compacted rubble, 
compacted cement rubble and informal gravel trails. 
These costs exclude other maintenance items such 
as weed control, drainage, litter and debris removal, 
repairs to infrastructure and signage and vegetation 
management. These should be used as a guide only.

Surface type Cost (per m²)
Asphalt surface maintenance $0.98

Compacted Rubble surface 
maintenance

$1.33

Compacted Cement Treated Rubble 
surface maintenance

$2.17

Informal gravel trail $0.50

Including additional maintenance items to surface repair, 
such as weed control, drainage maintenance, litter and 
debris removal and supporting infrastructure repair, it is 
estimated to allow for approximately $1 to $2 per meter 
square (m2) for all surface types.

Maintenance and Annual Costs

Maintenance schedule
The ‘Guidelines For The Planning, Design, Construction 
And Maintenance of Recreational Trails In South 
Australia (2016)’ state that annual maintenance costs 
can be kept at a minimum by ensuring that inspection 
and works programs stay on schedule.

The Guidelines provide a typical maintenance schedule 
for trails which has been provided below and can be 
applied to GPS’s tracks and trails network.

Source: Guidelines For The Planning, Design, Construction And Maintenance of 
Recreational Trails In South Australia (2016)

Maintenance Task Frequency
Checking trail head and 
other facilities for damage or 
vandalism

Monthly if possible

Checking all signage and trail 
marking and replacing any 
missing

Two monthly at a 
minimum or damaged 
signs

Clearing and/or repairing 
erosion control devices and 
other

Three monthly 
erosion/water issues 
(monthly if possible)

Checking and clearing all trail 
surfaces, especially regrowth

Annually, in spring (or 
when vegetation dry 
enough) at least

Pruning trail-side and 
overhanging vegetation

Annually

Checking major structures, 
such as bridges, boardwalks 
and walkways

Annually

Arranging a regular Hazard 
Inspection Report

Annually

Checking currency and 
distribution of trail brochure 
and updating when necessary

Annually

Constructing trails to Australian Standards can also 
aid in reducing on-going maintenance costs, as well 
as volunteerism. In the case of volunteerism, it is 
important to note that the capacity of a volunteer 
team to consistently fulfil maintenance duties may vary 
depending on the availability of its members, and it 
is important to not burn-out volunteers to encourage 
continuity and promote volunteer attraction.

Maintenance
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Implementing the Strategy

Resourcing 
This Tracks and Trails Strategy will need to be adequately 
resourced to achieve successful implementation of the 
identified actions and delivery of the overall vision for 
the region. 

Implementation has not been funded and the Strategy 
will be reliant on Council budget cycles and external 
funding. Council budget cycles plan and allocate 
financial resources for various programs, services, and 
infrastructure projects. GPSC’s budget cycles reflect 
Council’s commitment to striking a balance between rate 
revenue, the long-term financial sustainability of Golden 
Plains, whilst maintaining and improving services that 
are valued by the community. 

Potential external funding sources are available 
through federal and state government programs which 
could support the development of trail projects. In 
addition to government funding programs, private and 
commercial sector opportunities may also be available. 
Government funding programs continually change so it is 
recommended that the relevant websites are frequently 
reviewed. All current funding opportunities will be 
identified with the Final Tracks and Trails Strategy.

Opportunities to form partnerships with other potential 
stakeholders, including land managers or commercial 
entities with interests in trail development will need to 
be sought to deliver synergies and successful outcomes 
in the implementation of the Action Plan. 

Strategy Review, Evaluation and Update 
The implementation of the Action Plan should be 
continually monitored by Council staff, in collaboration 
with the proposed Trail Working Group (Outlined under 
Strategy A1 - Integrated Framework), with annual reports 
to Council.

The Tracks and Trails Strategy should be reviewed and 
updated by 2028 (five years). This process is to include an 
audit of the status of each action within the action plan. 
Actions may be amended, removed or re-prioritised. This 
evaluation should consider current trends, population 
and demographic shifts, and community engagement 
is encouraged during this process to ensure that the 
evolving needs and aspirations of the community are 
identified and reflected.

Implementation  
and Review




